Overview of our TV Conference System

TV Conference System (Network)
Multipoint Connection Unit

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPS
- Video (Monitor)
- Sound (Speaker and microphone)
- Recording device
- AV system
- TV conference terminal

Headquarter
- Video (Monitor)
- Sound (Speaker and microphone)
- Recording device
- AV system
- TV conference terminal

Fukushima Daiichi NPS
- Video (Monitor)
- Sound (Speaker and microphone)
- Recording device
- AV system
- TV conference terminal

Fukushima Daini NPS
- Video (Monitor)
- Sound (Speaker and microphone)
- AV system
- TV conference terminal

Off-site Center (Business operator booth)
1. Select the image (including sound) with these buttons.

2. Press “Record” on the HDD recorder to start recording.
1. Select the image (including sound) with these buttons.

2. Press the sound selection button to switch the screen and select the sound.

3. Press “Record” on the BD recorder to start recording.

When sound is selected

When sound is not selected

(Status after 6:27 PM on March 11, 2011)
Video/Sound Signal Flow of our TV Conference System

[Legend]
- **Video signal**
- **Sound signal**

* AV system: Device to distribute and compose video and sound. The input/output of video/sound can be selected by the central control (touch panel).

The AV system at Fukushima Daini NPS requires individual setting for the output of video/sound to the recording device. As no setting was done for the route indicated by a green dotted line (---), sound was not recorded.

Fukushima Daini NPS Emergency Office